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20 PHOTOGRAPHS



THIS IS THE PLACE: MAPS
I tied to capture the outside of 
my building as well as streets I 
walked through, people I saw 
interacting with different 
objects. Creating this 
interesting map that leads the 
viewers eyes around the page. 
I did this sketch very roughly 
as I was practicing doing 
quicker sketches of my 
surroundings.



ELEPHANT & CASTLE PROJECT - DEVELOPMENT



FINAL OUTCOME



GALLERY VISIT HOMEWORK



30 SEC ANIMATION "POINT OF VIEW" - DEVELOPMENT

Storyboard and Character design sketches for idea of our animation, wanted to base it around being 
away from home and how lonely it can become, as well as missing family. So, we wanted to include 
that in our narrative showing our character flash through memories of her childhood, reminiscing about 
being surrounded by family.



"HOME SICK" FINAL OUTCOME (POINT OF VIEW)



500-WORD ESSAY
Starting this Personal Reflection, I was curious of the subjects and lessons I would be taught during the first few weeks of this course and was very impressed by 

them. Separating the subject of animation into four different parts in how you can animate, helping us learn to express our personal styles into what we were 
creating and allowing us to experiment with the variety of options given to us. Since we got to work through each type of a main animation styles used in modern 

day works, like Stop motion, Motion Graphics, 3D Worlds and Storyboarding. Allowing me to learn the depths of animation and t he steps taken to create a full flesh 
piece of animation.

I started with storyboarding I thought was a simple lesson to begin with and was a welcoming start for looking into animation and learning more about how it ticks. 
Testing my skills in observational drawing and drawing quickly, while keeping what was happening in the sketches clear to the viewer. Helping me understand what 
happens before you start to create the animation, planning out what it going to happen, what emotion and effect do I want a c ertain scene to hold, etc. it gives me 

more insight on what to look for when developing my own storyboards in future projects.

Next was stop motion, I didn’t mind this lesson as it wasn't one of my preferred ways of animating but allowed me to experiment with how I could manipulate the 
materials (paper and charcoal) to develop an interesting design for my pieces, like using ripped up white paper to represent stars. This lesson taught me there are 

lots of way to use the materials given to you and thinking outside of the box can open you up to more creative ideas in your animation work.

Motion Graphics was my personal favourite as it's the type of animation I want to delve into in the future. I was very interested in working with Photoshop and After 
Effects as i have previous experience with these programs and from what I learnt in this lesson helped me to have better use of the programs. Creating full flesh 
animations and adding effects to polish it up. Allowing me a lot of personal experience in 2D animation and understanding the physics behind how you animate 

different things, like heavy ball or a very bouncy light ball. As well as the different type of animation phrases you must remember, as they are needed in this type of 
animation.

Finally, 3D Worlds with this lesson I had some difficulties with this one as I have never used a 3D program before, but it was interesting learning experience as i
wouldn't count this as one of my strong points as I don’t enjoy the 3D modelling aspect as it becomes very tedious majority o f the time. But gaining knowledge and 

experimenting with the type of things I’m able to accomplish in this modelling program was quite fun. Creating an understanding of 3D places/atmospheres 
created.


